Pricing and product innovation are key to success for insurance carriers in an increasingly disrupted marketplace. Carriers investing in CGI’s Ratabase solution can be confident that Ratabase’s track record of continuous investment and improvement point to a bright future. An active Ratabase user community results in a high level of engagement and benefits all users, both new and existing.

**EXCITING NEW FEATURES**

Ratabase is the enterprise rating solution of choice for the insurance industry, with more than 100 active installations. As part of Ratabase 9 Service Pack 1 (SP1), CGI continues to add new and exciting features to the product, including 5 of the top 10 features suggested through our Client Innovation Program.

**KEY ADDITIONS**

In Ratabase 9 SP1, we have added a number of new features that make the product even easier to use.

**Product Builder**

- The What-If feature received major performance enhancements and has been benchmarked at processing 1,000,000 transactions per hour on a laptop.
- New filtering options have been added to the Distribution utility, making it even easier to quickly package a rate change for production deployment.
- Arrays can now be larger, providing greater flexibility.
- The ability to load an array from a rate table enables new ways of creating reusable, sharable formula logic.
- New formula language enhancements have been added with array specific elements, syntax and functions.
- The Test Case Editor includes enhanced find and replace functionality, making it easier to adapt test cases to changing business needs.

“**POWERFUL, AWARD-WINNING**

- XCelent Award recipient for functionality, customer service and client base
- 30+ years serving the insurance industry
- Partner with 12 of the top 20 global insurers
- 100+ live implementations
- Sub-second response time per rating request (~1,000 transactions in less than 5 seconds)
- Processes 60% of GWP in U.S. alone
- Clients have experienced:
  - 75% improvement in days required to implement changes
  - 50% reduction in staffing needed to support rating

“It is rare for a vendor to win an XCelent award, and rarer still for a vendor to win more than one award. CGI’s Ratabase product won an unprecedented three XCelent awards in this year’s review of rating engines.”

- Karlyn Carnahan, Celent Property and Casualty Research Director

Note: Ratabase is a registered trademark of CGI Inc. or its related companies.
Production
- The Table Service includes new features that provide enhanced diagnostic ability and configurability.

Product Builder API
- A new Product Builder API enables scripting and automation outside of Product Builder and easier integration into your company's other systems.

Output Designer
- Output Designer received a major refresh, providing up to 8x improved performance, a complete UI overhaul and new features that enable easier manipulation of field values, better control of Calculator options, and improved auditability and stability.

JOIN CARRIERS RECEIVING REAL BENEFITS
With Ratabase, carriers receive measurable benefits right out of the gate. Here are some examples:
- Carriers see significant growth. Ratabase helps improve the accuracy of their pricing and enables them to develop unique products in crowded markets.
- Affordable license models enables all carriers (large or small) to use the “best in the business” tools at a reasonable cost. Carriers can even avoid the high cost of replacing their policy administration systems by using Ratabase to drive rules and rating innovations.
- Using our “build once / deploy anywhere” model and business-friendly tools, carriers save 50% or more on rating maintenance costs and see up to a 75% improvement in the time needed to implement changes.
- Carriers spur technical innovation by moving rate and rule maintenance from IT to the business, allowing IT teams to focus on new development instead of rewriting rating code.
- Thanks to Ratabase’s scalability and performance, carriers can increase the volume of their book of business and individual policies. For example, Ratabase quickly rates single policies with a large number of rating items (vehicles, locations, etc.) and large volumes of policies. (Benchmarked as high as 3.8 million transactions per hour).
- With Ratabase University, carriers reduce staff attrition and improve employee morale, since rate maintenance is now a valued career path instead of a technical chore.

For more information on how Ratabase can help your business grow, visit cgi.com, or email us at insurance.ibs@cgi.com.